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ABSTRACT

Context. Detecting and characterizing circumstellar dust is a way to study the architecture and evolution of planetary systems. Cold
dust in debris disks only traces the outer regions. Warm and hot exozodiacal dust needs to be studied in order to trace regions close to
the habitable zone.
Aims. We aim to determine the prevalence and to constrain the properties of hot exozodiacal dust around nearby main-sequence stars.
Methods. We searched a magnitude-limited (H ≤ 5) sample of 92 stars for bright exozodiacal dust using our VLTI visitor instrument
PIONIER in the H band. We derived statistics of the detection rate with respect to parameters, such as the stellar spectral type and age
or the presence of a debris disk in the outer regions of the systems. We derived more robust statistics by combining our sample with
the results from our CHARA/FLUOR survey in the K band. In addition, our spectrally dispersed data allowed us to put constraints on
the emission mechanism and the dust properties in the detected systems.
Results. We find an overall detection rate of bright exozodiacal dust in the H band of 11% (9 out of 85 targets) and three tentative
detections. The detection rate decreases from early type to late type stars and increases with the age of the host star. We do not confirm
the tentative correlation between the presence of cold and hot dust found in our earlier analysis of the FLUOR sample alone. Our
spectrally dispersed data suggest that either the dust is extremely hot or the emission is dominated by the scattered light in most cases.
The implications of our results for the target selection of future terrestrial planet-finding missions using direct imaging are discussed.

Key words. techniques: interferometric – circumstellar matter – planetary systems – zodiacal dust

1. Introduction

Debris dust around main sequence stars has often been related to
the presence of colliding planetesimals left over from the planet
formation process (see Krivov 2010; Matthews et al. 2014, for
recent reviews). As for the most readily observable components
of planetary/planetesimal systems (i.e., systems potentially com-
posed of planets as well as small bodies orbiting the star), such
debris disks are thought to give significant insight into the ar-
chitecture, dynamics, and evolution of these systems (e.g., Kalas
et al. 2005; Chiang et al. 2009; Boley et al. 2012; Beust et al.
2014; Wyatt 2003; Kuchner & Holman 2003; Kuchner & Stark
2010; Eiroa et al. 2011; Ertel et al. 2012a,b; Thebault et al. 2012;
Krivov et al. 2013). However, in most debris disks observed so
far, the known dust is located in the outer regions of the systems,

� Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at the La Silla
Paranal Observatory under program IDs 089.C-0365 and 090.C-0526.
�� Appendix A and Table 1 are available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
��� F.R.S.-FNRS Research Associate.

several tens of AU from the host stars and similar to – albeit
often farther than – the location of the Kuiper belt in our solar
system (e.g., Lawler et al. 2009; Ertel et al. 2011, 2014; Löhne
et al. 2012; Eiroa et al. 2013).

If we want to study the formation and evolution of Earth-
like planets close to the habitable zone, we need to observe dust
closer to this region, where it is similar to our zodiacal dust (ex-
ozodiacal dust). On the other hand, the presence of such dust
around other stars may represent a major obstacle for future
terrestrial planet-finding missions (Defrère et al. 2010, 2012b;
Roberge et al. 2012). The possible presence of diffuse emission
adds uncertainty to the observations. Clumpy structures in the
dust distribution may point toward dynamical interaction with
planets (Stark & Kuchner 2008), but a clump may also be mis-
interpreted as an actual planet. In the recent literature, the term
“exozodiacal dust” has been used mostly to refer to dust in the
habitable zone of main sequence stars owing to the relevance of
this kind of dust for detecting exo-Earths (e.g., Stark & Kuchner
2008; Defrère et al. 2010; Millan-Gabet et al. 2011; Roberge
et al. 2012; Kennedy & Wyatt 2013).
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It is important, however, to note that the zodiacal dust in the
solar system extends well beyond the borders of the habitable
zone. In fact, its global radial distribution has been shown to ex-
tend continuously and with inwardly increasing surface density
from a few AU from the sun down to a fraction of an AU, where
it forms the F-corona (Kimura & Mann 1998; Hahn et al. 2002).
Likewise, it is expected that extrasolar analogs to the zodiacal
dust cloud (exozodis) will span a broad range of distances, en-
compassing the habitable zone, but not being limited to it. In
this paper, exozodiacal dust disks, or exozodis, will thus refer to
any hot and/or warm dust located within a few AU from a star,
down to the region where dust grains sublimate. While Kuiper
belt-like debris disks emit the majority of their radiation in the
far-infrared and the emission of dust in the habitable zone around
a star peaks in the mid-infrared, a significant contribution from
exozodiacal dust grains very close to the sublimation distance
is expected to extend the emission of exozodis toward near-IR
wavelengths.

Warm dust around main sequence stars showing extreme
emission in the mid-infrared has been discovered photometri-
cally or spectroscopically mostly by space-based observatories
(e.g., Lisse et al. 2008, 2009; Lawler et al. 2009), but these ex-
treme systems are found to be rare with an occurrence rate of
only ∼1%. The search for significant dust emission features in
the mid-infrared of otherwise insignificant dust excess allows
the identification of more warm dust systems (Ballering et al.
2014). The large number of stars observed in the mid-infrared
by the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) recently al-
lowed Kennedy & Wyatt (2013) to detect photometrically in the
mid-infrared a reasonably large sample of excesses due to exo-
zodiacal dust for a statistical analysis. However, this is limited to
the brightest excess sources with a disk-to-star flux ratio >15%.
Furthermore, these observations not only may trace warm dust,
but may also be contaminated by the warm end of the emission
of cold dust in the system, far away from the habitable zone. The
first detections in the near-infrared of systems showing a small,
possibly more common excess of ∼1% attributed to the pres-
ence of hot, exozodiacal dust have been reported by Absil et al.
(2006), di Folco et al. (2007), and Absil et al. (2008). Detecting
this dust against the bright stellar photosphere requires spatially
resolved, high contrast observations, since the photometric ac-
curacy is usually insufficient. Coronagraphy is limited by the
large inner working angles of usually >100 mas of available in-
struments and the small extent of the systems, because 1 AU at
10 pc corresponds to an angular distance of 100 mas from the
star. Thus, near- or mid-infrared interferometry is the only tech-
nique available so far that allows for detecting and studying such
systems.

It is, however, important to note that observations in the
near-infrared are sensitive only to the hottest dust component
of exozodiacal systems1. On the other hand, our knowledge
about our own zodiacal dust is highly biased toward its prop-
erties near the orbit of the Earth due to various observations by
space-based infrared facilities (e.g., Sykes 1988; Berriman et al.
1994; Pyo et al. 2010), the problems arising from observations
of faint, extended emission very close to the Sun, and the nat-
urally increased interest in this region. Furthermore, the radial

1 One might call this component “exo-F-corona”, but in order to avoid
unnecessary complexity in the terminology we stick to “hot exozodia-
cal dust” or just “exozodiacal dust”. We keep in mind that the border
between the F-corona and the zodiacal disk is not well defined and that,
depending on the focus of the respective publication, one is often just
considered an extension of the other.

distribution of the dust around other stars does not necessarily
follow that of our zodiacal dust. As a consequence, connect-
ing detections in the near-infrared to dust in the habitable zone
around these stars or the zodiacal dust is not straightforward.
Nonetheless, this kind of observation provides a valuable data
set for investigating the dust content of the inner regions of ex-
trasolar planetary systems.

Earlier publications mostly focused on reporting and study-
ing single, new detections. Major advances have been made re-
cently by two surveys on the Keck Interferometric Nuller (KIN)
in the N band (Millan-Gabet et al. 2011) with three detections
out of 22 targets and the Center for High Angular Resolution
Astronomy (CHARA) array in the K band (Absil et al. 2013)
with 13 detections out of 42 targets. They represent the first at-
tempts to statistically study the incidence of exozodiacal dust
depending on different parameters of the systems, such as the
stellar spectral type, age, and the presence of a Kuiper belt-like
debris disk. In particular, the CHARA survey revealed first cor-
relations, although conclusions were limited by the small sample
size. These statistics tentatively suggest that the incidence of the
circumstellar emission correlates with spectral type (more fre-
quent around stars of earlier spectral type) and – in the case of
solar-type stars – with the presence of significant amounts of
cold dust detected through its far-infrared excess emission.

In the present paper we extend the sample of the CHARA
survey toward the southern hemisphere and toward fainter stars
using our Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) visitor in-
strument Precision Integrated Optics Near Infrared ExpeRiment
(PIONIER, Le Bouquin et al. 2011). We increase the sample size
by a factor of three. In addition, the simultaneous use of four
Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs) allows us to obtain closure phase
measurements, directly distinguishing between uniform circum-
stellar emission and a companion being responsible for the ex-
cess found. Finally, our low spectral resolution data dispersed
over three spectral channels in the H band allow us to draw con-
clusions on the spectral slope of the excesses detected and thus
on the nature of the emission and on the dust properties.

We present our sample selection in Sect. 2. Our observing
strategy and data processing are explained in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4,
our results are presented and discussed. Statistics on the broad-
band detection rate in the PIONIER sample are presented in
Sect. 4.2, and we analyze the spectrally dispersed data in more
detail in Sect. 4.3. In Sect. 5 we merge the VLTI/PIONIER sam-
ple with the CHARA/FLUOR sample and derive more robust
statistics. A summary and conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.

2. Stellar sample

In this section, we present the stellar sample for our PIONIER
survey and, in general, suggest guidelines for the target selec-
tion of future near-infrared interferometric search for exozodia-
cal dust.

2.1. Sample creation

In the following, we distinguish between a Kuiper belt-like de-
bris disk or cold dust and exozodiacal dust or hot dust. The
former refers to dust between several AU and a few hundred
AU from the star, most likely produced by larger bodies in col-
lisional equilibrium over the age of the system, and predomi-
nantly emitting thermally in the far-infrared. The latter refers to
dust between the sublimation radius and a few AU from the star,
predominantly emitting thermal radiation in the near- and mid-
infrared. The main goal of our survey is to study the origin of
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exozodiacal dust through statistical investigation of its incidence
with respect to the following properties of the observed systems:

– The age of the central star. This allows us to study the evo-
lution of the hot dust content vs. system age. If the dust is
produced in steady state by collisions of larger bodies (at
the location of the hot dust detected or somewhere else in
the system and continuously drawn to this location), the dust
content will decrease over time. Thus, the excess detected
and with it the detection rate will also decrease (Wyatt et al.
2007b; Wyatt 2008; Löhne et al. 2008).

– The stellar spectral type. This can give hints to the origin and
evolution of the phenomenon. The evolution of circumstellar
dust is significantly affected by the stellar radiation and thus
is different for stars of different luminosities. The detection
rate of (cold) debris disks is well known to be decreasing
from early-type toward late-type host stars2.

– The presence or absence of a debris disk in the system. The
exozodiacal dust might be produced in a debris disk and dy-
namically drawn to the inner regions of the systems, or large
bodies originating in the outer belt might be transported to
the inner system and produce the dust through collisions
there (Bonsor et al. 2012, 2013). In this case, a clear cor-
relation between the presence of the cold and hot dust would
be expected.

To achieve these goals, a carefully selected target list is manda-
tory in order to avoid selection biases. We consider a list of de-
bris disk detections and non-detections in the far-infrared avail-
able to us (by April 2012). These data come from three sources:

– A list of all stars observed by the Spitzer Space Telescope
in the context of debris disk programs. Published fluxes at
24 μm and 70 μm where available (see excess references
in Table 1), as well as archive data, were considered. The
archive data were checked for 70 μm excess by predicting
the flux at 70 μm from that at 24 μm using the Rayleigh-Jeans
law. This method was checked considering published detec-
tions, and the results were found to be in good agreement.
If only detections were published for a survey and if a star
observed was not included in this publication, it is assumed
that indeed no excess was detected.

– The results from the Herschel/DUNES survey (Eiroa et al.
2010, 2013) including all detections and non-detections of
excesses.

– A list of preliminary non-detections of excess (Kennedy,
pers. comm.) from the Herschel/DEBRIS survey (Matthews
et al. 2010).

– A reduction of the data for an incomplete list of targets ob-
served by other Herschel debris disk programs taken from
the archive.

According to this information, we distinguish between debris
stars (stars with a debris disk detected) and control stars (stars
that have been searched for a debris disk, but none was detected).
In case of controversial information, Herschel data are consid-
ered more reliable than Spitzer data due to the higher angular
resolution and usually higher sensitivity and DUNES data are
considered more reliable than DEBRIS data due to typically
higher sensitivity and because the DUNES survey results have
been published already.

2 This might be due to an age bias, since the mass of debris disks de-
creases with age, and late type stars have a much longer main sequence
lifetime than A type stars (Su et al. 2006).

Further refinement is needed to remove targets unsuitable
for interferometric observations. This is the case if a target is
too faint for our high-accuracy observations (i.e., minimizing the
piston noise by scanning the fringes as fast as possible, but with
enough flux not to reach the photon-noise regime). Sources as
faint as H = 4 can comfortably be observed in this mode at
typical conditions using PIONIER with the ATs. The regime of
4 < H < 5 is accessible under good atmospheric conditions.
Targets fainter than H = 5 have been removed. Furthermore,
very bright stars cannot be observed because they saturate the
detector. This is the case, for example, for the otherwise very
obvious target Fomalhaut (Lebreton et al. 2013). Binary com-
panions within the interferometric field of view (∼400 mas full
width at half maximum in H band) prevent us from detecting
weak, extended circumstellar emission and even light from close
companions outside the field of view may enter the optical path
in case of bad seeing. Thus, all known binary systems with an-
gular separation <5′′ are removed from the samples, using the
catalogs of Pourbaix et al. (2004), Eggleton & Tokovinin (2008),
Raghavan et al. (2010), and Dommanget & Nys (2002).

In addition, stars with unusually large linear diameters for
main sequence stars of a given spectral type are removed. This
is a signpost of post main sequence evolution which might result
in physical phenomena, such as outflows that would be misin-
terpreted as exozodiacal dust. The stellar angular diameter θV−K
is estimated from V and K colors using the surface brightness
relation (Kervella et al. 2004):

log θV−K = 0.2753 (V − K) + 0.5175− 0.2V. (1)

The linear diameter D� = θV−K/d is computed from that value
using the Hipparcos (Perryman et al. 1997) distances d of the
stars. V band magnitudes are taken from Kharchenko & Roeser
(2009). We consider K band magnitudes from the Two Micron
All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006) where the data
quality is sufficient. For targets with 2MASS quality flag � A, for
example, due to saturation, data collected by Gezari et al. (1993,
updated in 1999) are used, averaging the listed measurements
and considering typical uncertainties quoted in the references.
If no data are available from Gezari et al. (1993), the 2MASS
data and appropriate uncertainties are used. To identify stars with
large diameters, our estimated linear diameters D� are compared
to theoretical values D�,th from Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities
(Cox 2000). Stars above an empirically defined threshold D�cut
are removed:

D�,cut = D�,th + aσD
D�,th〈
D�,th
〉 · (2)

Here, D�,th is the theoretical linear diameter derived from a
quadratic fit to theoretical values vs. spectral types, σD is de-
rived from the scatter of the diameters for a given spectral type,〈
D�,th
〉

is the arithmetic mean of D�,th of all stars, and a is cho-
sen to be 1.5. Available ages of the stars removed have been
checked. Nearly all removed stars have ages comparable to or
larger than their main sequence life time, indicating that the
method is successful.

To obtain comparable results for debris stars and control
stars, the two samples have to be as similar as possible with
respect to their distribution in spectral type, brightness, and ob-
serving conditions (i.e., sensitivity). This can be achieved by se-
lecting and observing pairs of debris stars and most similar con-
trol stars directly after each other (which ideally means at very
similar conditions), where possible.

This results in an all sky sample of targets. For each
PIONIER run the suitable targets are selected from this sample
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with special attention on observing a sample of stars that is bal-
anced between the three spectral type bins of A type stars, F type
stars, and G and K type stars. Only very few M type stars remain
in the sample due to the brightness limitations. They are thus not
considered for any spectral type bin.

2.2. Properties of the observed targets

A list of stellar parameters and near-infrared photometry of our
observed targets is given in Table 1. Angular diameters θV−K
are computed following Sect. 2. Age estimates were collected
from the VizieR data base3. The mean logarithmic ages are
computed from all independent estimates available. Exceptions
have been made for βPic and HD 172555, which are well-
established members of the βPic moving group (Zuckerman
et al. 2001b). Here, we consider the latest estimates for the age of
this group (Binks & Jeffries 2014). For two targets, HD 141891
and HD 128898, no age estimates were found. HD 141891 is
an old F-type star for which we will see later that even a non-
detection is relevant for the statistics of excess detection vs.
age (Sect. 4.2.4). We estimate the age from the bolometric and
X-ray luminosity (Anderson & Francis 2012; Schmitt & Liefke
2004) following Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008). HD 128898 is
an A type star without hot excess as we show in Sect. 4. For
this age bin, the inclusion or not of one more non-detection does
not significantly affect our statistics. Thus, we exclude this target
from the age statistics. The age values are listed in Table 1.

3. Data acquisition and processing

3.1. Detection strategy

When it comes to the detection of faint, circumstellar excess
emission, the strength of (near-) infrared interferometry is the
ability to spatially resolve this emission and thus to spatially dis-
entangle it from the much brighter stellar emission. Therefore
we follow the approach first presented by di Folco et al. (2007)
and briefly summarized here. When observing at small baselines
of up to a few tens of meters, a nearby star is nearly unresolved.
This minimizes the effect of its uncertain diameter on the predic-
tion of its squared visibility (V2). At the same time, an extended
circumstellar emission is ideally fully resolved. This will result
in a drop in V2 compared to the purely stellar V2, because it
adds incoherent flux. This represents the core of our detection
strategy and is illustrated in Fig. 1. Measurements on a limited
range of baselines, however, do not allow one to directly distin-
guish between a faint companion and a circumstellar disk. The
availability of closure phase data allows distinguishing between
azimuthally symmetric emission from a circumstellar disk and
highly asymmetric emission from a companion (Le Bouquin &
Absil 2012; Marion et al. 2014).

3.2. Overview

In this section, we describe the acquisition and processing of the
data from the observations to the measurement of the disk-to
star flux ratio in case of detected circumstellar excess emission.
This is a complex, multi-step process with some decisions in ear-
lier steps being motivated by the requirements during later steps.
Thus, we give a quick overview here first before discussing each
step in detail in the following sections:

– Observation: we measure the squared visibility of our targets
on six baselines (4 telescopes) simultaneously. Observations

3 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR

Fig. 1. Illustration of our detection strategy following di Folco et al.
(2007). For the “real”, dashed curve we assume a uniform disk for both
the star and the flux distribution from the exozodiacal dust and a disk-
to-star flux ratio of f = 0.01, while for the “simplified”, solid curve we
use the same assumptions but the approximation following the equation
in the figure. Diameters of the star and (face-on) disk have been chosen
to 2.5 mas (about an A-type star at 10 pc) and 500 mas (5 AU at 10 pc),
but exact numbers are not relevant for the illustration of our detection
strategy. For details see Sect. 3.1.

of one target are interrupted by identical observations of cal-
ibrators. For details, see Sect. 3.3.

– Data reduction is carried out using the dedicated script of the
PIONIER data reduction pipeline. For details, see Sect. 3.4.

– Calibration of the measured squared visibilities is done
with the dedicated script of the PIONIER data reduction
pipeline. From the observed sequences of calibrators (CAL)
and science targets (SCI) we select CAL-SCI or SCI-CAL
pairs observed directly after each other to compare their
squared visibilities. Several effects such as chromaticism
have to be characterized and considered in detail to achieve
the accuracy we aim for with our survey. For details, see
Sects. 3.4 and 3.5.

– Analysis of closure phase data to reject targets with compan-
ions. See Sect. 3.6 for details.

– Measuring the excess with the high accuracy needed to
detect possible excesses requires the combination of all mea-
surements of one target in order to achieve a high cumula-
tive accuracy. Therefore, we use a simple model of the in-
strumental response to extended emission. See Sect. 3.7 for
details.

3.3. Observation

Observations were carried out in H band in two runs each in P89
(Apr. 2012 and Jul. 2012) and P90 (Oct. 2012 and Dec. 2012),
each run consisting of three consecutive observing nights. In to-
tal, 92 stars were observed. An observing log of all nights can be
found in Table 2.

We used the four 1.8 m ATs to obtain six visibility mea-
surements simultaneously. The most compact array configura-
tion available at the VLTI with baselines between 11 m and 36 m
was selected. The detector read-out mode was set to FOWLER
with the SMALL dispersion (three spectral channels) and only
outputs A and C read in order to speed up the readout. The
number of steps read in one scan (NDREAD) was 1024. See
Le Bouquin et al. 2011 for a description of the available modes
and their effects. This setup was used for all observations (be-
sides a few with slightly different setups tried to optimize the
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Table 2. Summary of VLTI/PIONIER observations.

Run Night # targets Seeing [′′] t0 [ms] Condition notes
089.C-0365(A) 2012-04-27 0 – – Night lost due to bad weather
089.C-0365(A) 2012-04-28 10 1.2 (0.7–1.8) 2.0 (1.5–2.1) Average conditions
089.C-0365(A) 2012-04-29 11 0.8 (0.6–1.8) 4.5 (1.5–6.2) Good conditions
089.C-0365(B) 2012-07-23 9 1.0 (0.7–1.7) 3.0 (2.0–4.0) Good conditions
089.C-0365(B) 2012-07-24 9 0.7 (0.5–1.0) 3.5 (2.5–5.0) Good conditions
089.C-0365(B) 2012-07-25 13 0.9 (0.6–1.7) 2.5 (1.5–4.0) Good conditions
090.C-0526(A) 2012-10-14 11 0.8 (0.6–1.3) 2.0 (1.5–3.0) Good conditions
090.C-0526(A) 2012-10-15 6 1.3 (0.8–2.4) 1.5 (1.0–2.5) Bad conditions, tech. loss
090.C-0526(A) 2012-10-16 11 0.9 (0.6–1.9) 1.5 (1.0–3.0) Good conditions
090.C-0526(B) 2012-12-15 6 0.9 (0.5–1.5) 5.0 (3.0–7.0) Good conditions, tech. loss
090.C-0526(B) 2012-12-16 8 1.2 (0.7–2.1) 3.0 (2.0–5.0) Bad conditions
090.C-0526(B) 2012-12-17 8 0.8 (0.6–2.0) 4.0 (2.0–6.0) Average conditions

Notes. The seeing is measured as DIMM seeing in the visible. The quantity t0 the nominal coherence time. The first value in both columns gives
the typical value for the night, and the values in parentheses the range observed. In addition, the condition notes column gives an evaluation of
the conditions based on instrument performance and data quality, as the nominal values of r0 and t0 are not always fully correlated with the actual
performance of the observations (e.g., due to local turbulences at the ATs not measured by the DIMM seeing). The sum of the number of targets
is larger than the total number of targets observed (92), as some targets have been re-observed due to limited data quality or the observations have
been carried out over two nights owing to timing constraints.

strategy). Instead of adjusting the instrument setup accounting
for faint targets or bad conditions, we selected brighter targets
in case of worse conditions and vice versa. This guaranteed a
homogeneous observing setup for the whole sample.

Three calibrators were selected from Mérand et al. (2005)
for each science target, typically within 10◦ to minimize the
effects of the pupil rotation (i.e., position on sky, Le Bouquin
et al. 2012). Additional criteria were similar H band brightness
and small angular diameter. Most of the targets have been ob-
served in a sequence of CAL1–SCI–CAL2–SCI–CAL3–SCI–
CAL1 and where possible, the corresponding debris or control
star has been observed directly afterward.

3.4. Data reduction and calibration

In this section we describe the conversion of raw observa-
tions into calibrated interferometric observables (V2 and clo-
sure phase). Data reduction used the standard PIONIER pipeline
pndrs version 2.51 (Le Bouquin et al. 2011). The five consec-
utive files composing an observing block, either SCI or CAL,
were averaged together to increase S/N and reduce the amount
of data to be dealt with.

3.4.1. Nightly-based, global calibration

As explained by Le Bouquin et al. (2012), we identified that the
major source of instrumental instability in the data is linked to
the pupil rotation inside the VLTI optical train. At first order, the
instrumental contrast (transfer function, TF, i.e., the measured
but not calibrated V2 of a point source given instrumental and
atmospheric effects) is described by

C = a + b cos(alt + az − 18◦) (3)

where alt and az are the actual elevation and azimuth.
For typical values of a ≈ 0.7 and b ≈ 0.1, this means that

the difference of alt + az between the observations of SCI and
CAL should be smaller than 2◦ for this effect to be less than the
desired level of accuracy. Since the density of calibrators in the
sky is not sufficient, we correct for this effect by implementing
a global analysis of each night, before the classical SCI/CAL
calibration.

We first fit Eq. (3) to all calibrators of the night in order to
determine the parameters a and b. This fit is well constrained
because we typically gather about 35 observations of calibrators
during a single night, spread all over the sky. Then we use a
and b to correct all the observations of the night, which is all
SCI but also all CAL. After this correction, the average level of
the instrumental response within a CAL-SCI-...-CAL sequence
is generally not unity, because Eq. (3) suffers from idealization.
Nevertheless, this strategy successfully removes any spurious
trend that could be associated to the global pointing dependency.
Consequently, the typical scatter among the four observations
of calibrators within the sequence is reduced to two to three
percent.

3.4.2. SCI/CAL calibration

The goal of this second step is to correct for the instrumental
response within the CAL-SCI-...-CAL sequence. To ease the
implementation of the subsequent bootstrapping analysis (see
Sect. 3.7), we do not average all the CAL observations into a
single value of the instrumental response. Instead, we calibrate
each SCI individually by pairing it either with the preceding or
the following CAL. Calibrators with low S/N or with a clear
closure phase signal are rejected. This accounts for about 1%
of all calibrators observed. Furthermore, the same CAL obser-
vation is never used to calibrate two SCI, in order to minimize
the correlation. Finally, where this is possible, only one of the
two observations on the same calibrator in one sequence is used
to maximize the number of different calibrators (ideally 3). For
each object we gather a total of three calibrated observations,
each of them calibrated by a different calibrator. Each observa-
tion contains six squared visibilities measurements (V2) and four
closure-phase measurements, each of them dispersed over three
spectral channels with central wavelengths of 1.59 μm, 1.68 μm,
and 1.77 μm.

3.5. Assessment of systematic chromatic effects

A conservative estimate of the chromaticism of PIONIER was
given by Defrère et al. (2012a). Given the precision intended for
our survey, we have to quantify this effect. This is particularly
important since most calibrators from Mérand et al. (2005) are
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K giants, while our science targets are distributed over spectral
types A to K. We describe in Appendix A the detailed analy-
sis of the chromaticism carried out based on our data set. We
empirically derive a correction for the chromaticism, but find
that the effect of this correction on our results is negligible. In
a few cases the correction derived is much larger but obviously
erroneous (mostly due to noisy data). Thus, we do not apply the
correction to the data set used for the further analysis presented
in this paper, as the potential gain is minor, while there is the
risk of a failure of the correction for some targets, which would
result in a significant degradation of the data quality. Instead,
we consider a conservative, systematic calibration uncertainty
of 1 × 10−3 on the squared visibility measurements. This uncer-
tainty is correlated among all data and results in an uncertainty
on the star-to-disk flux ratio of 5 × 10−4.

3.6. Analysis of closure phase data

The closure-phase data obtained in the context of the present
project constitute a valuable sample for the search for unknown,
faint companions around nearby main sequence stars. We ana-
lyze the closure phase data in detail in another paper (Marion
et al. 2014). Here, we rely on the results of this work and only
discard the systems in which companions have been detected.

Five of the 92 targets observed – HD 4150, HD 16555,
HD 29388, HD 202730, and HD 224392 – show a closure phase
signal that can be attributed to the presence of a previously un-
known stellar companion and thus have to be removed from the
subsequent analysis. In addition, a companion around HD 15798
(σCet) has been detected by Tokovinin et al. (2014) using
speckle interferometry. Finally, we reject HD 23249 (δEri) be-
cause of potential post-main sequence evolution (Sect. 4.1),
which leaves us with 85 stars.

3.7. Fitting of exozodiacal dust models

In the present section, we describe the fitting strategy used to
combine all V2 data of a given object in order to derive a disk-
to-star flux ratio (hereafter flux ratio). The flux ratio does not
depend significantly on the assumed disk geometry as shown in
previous studies (e.g., Absil et al. 2009; Defrère et al. 2011). We
consider a model consisting of a limb-darkened photosphere sur-
rounded by a uniform emission filling the entire field of view of
PIONIER on the ATs (see analytical expression in Fig. 1). Under
typical seeing conditions, this field of view can be approximated
by a Gaussian profile with a full width at half maximum of
400 mas (Absil et al. 2011). The visibility expected from a limb-
darkened photosphere is estimated according to Hanbury Brown
et al. (1974) using the linear H band limb-darkening coefficients
of Claret et al. (1995). We estimate the visibility for the whole
bandwidth of each spectral channel, considering the actual spec-
trum of the star using tabulated H band spectra from Pickles
(1998) and the spectral transmission of the PIONIER instrument.
The estimated squared visibilities are then compared to the mea-
surements and the flux ratio for each data set derived.

The computation is performed by a set of IDL routines de-
veloped initially for CHARA observations (Absil et al. 2006)
and adapted later for more telescopes (Defrère et al. 2011). To
derive the value and uncertainty of the flux ratio for each tar-
get, we use a bootstrapping algorithm with each individual fit to
the data performed using a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares
minimization (Markwardt 2009). This means that the individual
uncertainties on the data points are not considered directly in the

estimate of the uncertainty of the flux ratio, but rather their scat-
ter. In addition, a systematic uncertainty on each data point as
caused by the uncertain diameter of the calibrator is considered.
Finally, a systematic uncertainty of 5×10−4 due to the chromati-
cism is added to the flux ratio derived (Sect. 3.5).

For the bootstrapping, we investigate several possible cor-
relations among the data. These could be present, for example,
among the different spectral channels in which data have been
obtained simultaneously, the baselines sharing one telescope, or
data that were obtained on all six baselines simultaneously in one
OB, since these share the same calibrator. We fit the whole sam-
ple several times, each time assuming one of these correlations
to be the dominant one. The level of correlation left in the data
after the fit is estimated by the width of the distribution of ex-
cesses weighted by their uncertainties. Such a histogram should
ideally have a Gaussian shape with a standard deviation of one if
there is no detection at all among the sample. Fewer than 1% of
the targets should have a flux ratio <−3σ, while some significant
detections should show up with a flux ratio >3σ. A smaller scat-
ter suggests an overestimation of the correlation, while larger
scatter and a significant number of targets with flux ratio <−3σ
suggest an underestimation.

We find that the correlation among the three spectral chan-
nels dominates and that all other correlations can be neglected.
This is expected because the spectral channels share the same
VLTI beams and so have the same polarization behavior, which
is the dominant source of systematic error. Moreover, they share
the same piston statistics, which is the dominant source of statis-
tical noise. Figure 2 shows the histogram of the significance of
the flux ratios for our sample in this case, as well as the sensitiv-
ities reached (1σ).

4. Results

We observed a sample of 92 stars looking for faint, extended
near-infrared excess. Five targets show significant closure phase
signal, which is indicative of a companion (Marion et al. 2014),
which makes the targets useless for our analysis. One target
– HD 15798 (σCet) – needed to be rejected because it has a
companion not detected by our analysis, and another target –
HD 23249, δEri – needed to be rejected because it is probably a
post-main-sequence star (Sect. 4.1). This leaves us with a sample
of 85 stars that can be used for the subsequent analysis.

For this sample, the median 1σ accuracy of the measurement
of the disk-to-star flux ratio is 2.6 × 10−3, i.e. 0.26%. As shown
in Fig. 2, the excess distribution is consistent with a Gaussian
with σ = 1. Thus, we consider an excess to be significant if the
flux ratio is higher than its 3σ uncertainty. Using this criterion,
we find that 9 out of 85 stars (10.6+4.3

−2.5%) show a significant vis-
ibility drop in broad band (Table 3). We interpret this as faint,
extended circumstellar emission, which we attribute to the pres-
ence of exozodiacal dust.

In the following, we first briefly discuss a few peculiar tar-
gets (Sect. 4.1). Afterward, we statistically analyze the broad
band detection rate (Sect. 4.2) and discuss the spectrally dis-
persed data obtained (Sect. 4.3).

4.1. Notes on specific targets

HD 15798 (σCet) has a significant signal in the V2 but no sig-
nificant closure-phase signal. This would identify the star as
an excess star in our sample. However, Tokovinin et al. (2014)
detected a companion to this star at a separation of 210 mas us-
ing speckle interferometry. This separation is too large for the
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Fig. 2. Excess distribution (left) and distribution of uncertainties on the disk-to-star flux ratio (right). The Gaussian overplotted on the excess
distribution has a width of σ = 1 and is used to guide the eye and illustrates that the data are consistent with this ideal behavior. Vertical dashed
lines are plotted at fCSE/σ f = −3 and fCSE/σ f = +3 for the excess distribution and at the median uncertainty (2.5 × 10−3) for the uncertainty
distribution.

fringe patterns of the two stars to overlap, so that the compan-
ion could not be detected by our observations. However, it is
expected to contribute some incoherent flux to the observations
that may well be responsible for the detected V2 drop. As a con-
sequence, the star has to be rejected from our subsequent analy-
sis because no conclusion on the potential presence of an excess
is possible. This example illustrates that even the availability of
closure phase data does not completely rule out the possibility of
false excess detections due to any unknown companions to our
targets.

HD 23249 (δEri) has been observed with VLTI/VINCI in
K band between October 2001 and February 2003 (Thévenin
et al. 2005). These data show no evidence of circumstellar ex-
cess, in contrast to our PIONIER data in H band taken in
October 2012 (Table 3). The sensitivity of the two observations
is comparable, ruling this out as a source of the discrepancy. That
the excess has been detected in H band but not in K band sug-
gests that a specific temperature of the dust cannot be responsible
for the discrepancy either, since a black body of any temperature
lower than the sublimation temperature would peak longward of
the H band, implying a rising flux ratio toward the K band. Thus,
assuming that the emission originates in circumstellar dust, the
only explanation known would be an increase in the excess be-
tween the two observations. Thévenin et al. (2005) also deter-
mined the evolutionary state of HD 23249 to be at the end of
the subgiant phase. Thus, our observations could trace emission
stemming from physical processes related to that evolutionary
state rather than to circumstellar dust. As a consequence, we re-
ject this target from subsequent analysis. We note that this tar-
get is similar to κCrB, which has been observed as part of the
FLUOR sample and has been rejected for the same reason (Absil
et al. (2013).

HD 39060 (βPic) had been observed extensively with
PIONIER before, resulting in an excess detection (Defrère et al.
2012a). We observed the target again as part of our unbiased
sample and confirm the detection. At the same time, we did not
detect any significant variation of the excess between the obser-
vations (December 2010 to November 2011 vs. October 2012).
However, the excess in our survey data is only detected at 3.9σ.
At this level of accuracy, we can only rule out variability over
∼80% of the total flux. We confirm the flat spectral slope of the
flux ratio discussed in detail by Defrère et al. (2012a).

HD 69830 and HD 172555 have strong excess emission de-
tected in the mid infrared (HD 69830: Beichman et al. 2005,

HD 172555: Schütz et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2006). We do not
detect significant broad band excess in H band around these
two stars. HD 69830 was also observed with FLUOR and no
K band excess was detected either (Absil et al. 2013). Given
the large number of detections in our samples and the strong
mid-infrared excess found for these targets, the non-detections
are surprising. For HD 172555 we find a tentative excess based
on significant excess in only the long wavelength channel and
on a spectral slope of the flux ratio that suggest increasing ex-
cess toward longer wavelengths. We discuss this in more de-
tail in Sect. 4.3. Because this can only be considered a tenta-
tive detection, we do not include this potential excess in our
statistical analysis. No significant far-infrared excess has been
detected around HD 69830 (Eiroa et al. 2013). Thus, this star is
not counted as a cold dust host star in our statistical analysis.
The dust in this system is located at ∼1 AU from the star (Smith
et al. 2009). It is doubtful whether this dust can be produced at
this location in an equilibrium collisional cascade of larger bod-
ies over the age of the system (Lisse et al. 2007). No significant
amounts of cold dust are found. This would qualify the dust in
this system as exozodiacal dust. However, since it is not detected
by PIONIER and FLUOR observations, we consider it to be a
non-detection in our statistical analysis.

HD 56537 (λGem) has been observed with FLUOR before
and was found to have significant K band excess (Absil et al.
2013). We do not detect any H band excess in our PIONIER data.
The FLUOR accuracy on this star is slightly better (1.7 × 10−3

vs. 2.5 × 10−3 for PIONIER), but not enough to explain the dif-
ference. Absil et al. (2013) discuss a problem with the diame-
ter of this star when computed from surface brightness relations
(0.65 ± 0.08 mas) compared to direct interferometric measure-
ments (0.835 ± 0.013 mas following Boyajian et al. 2012 and
0.807 ± 0.18 mas, new measurements in Absil et al. 2013). In
the present paper, we use the diameter from the surface bright-
ness relations in order to have a consistent diameter estimate
for each target. We repeated the excess measurement for this
target using the stellar diameter of 0.835 ± 0.013 mas with-
out significant change measured in the flux ratio (−0.51+0.25

−0.25%
vs. −0.42+0.25

−0.25%). A possible explanation for the difference be-
tween the FLUOR and PIONIER measurements would be an
increasing excess from H to K band, suggesting thermal emis-
sion and a low contribution from scattered light at both wave-
lengths. Another possibility would be time variability of the ex-
cess, significantly reducing the total excess flux between the two
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Table 3. Detections (marked in gray) and non-detections of extended emission and closure-phase signal.

HD fCSE [%] σ f [%] χ f χ2
red V2 Comp. HD fCSE [%] σ f [%] χ f χ2

red V2 Comp.

142 –0.69 0.26 –2.61 1.05 no no 91324 0.14 0.17 0.82 0.38 no no
1581 –0.21 0.31 –0.67 1.00 no no 99211 0.35 0.22 1.60 0.75 no no
2262 0.67 0.18 3.72 0.51 yes no 102365 0.43 0.23 1.91 0.66 no no
3302 0.36 0.26 1.36 1.22 no no 104731 0.52 0.14 3.73 0.55 yes no
3823 0.25 0.22 1.16 0.78 no no 108767 0.57 0.15 3.73 0.54 yes no
4150 2.57 0.49 5.22 2.83 yes yes 109787 –0.32 0.20 –1.61 0.73 no no
7570 –0.36 0.26 –1.36 1.17 no no 115617 0.09 0.23 0.40 0.40 no no
7788 1.43 0.17 8.53 0.47 yes no 120136 –0.21 0.22 –0.96 0.65 no no

10647 –0.08 0.26 –0.31 0.81 no no 128898 0.15 0.22 0.69 0.75 no no
11171 –0.06 0.42 –0.14 1.30 no no 129502 –0.04 0.14 –0.29 0.38 no no
14412 0.96 0.21 4.66 0.74 yes no 130109 –0.41 0.43 –0.96 1.75 no no
15008 0.56 0.32 1.73 1.22 no no 134083 –0.56 0.47 –1.18 2.64 no no
15798 3.03 0.34 8.82 0.68 yes no1 135379 0.18 0.37 0.48 1.01 no no
16555 40.55 2.45 16.55 . . . yes yes 136202 –1.56 0.64 –2.46 3.03 no no
17051 –0.24 0.23 –1.06 0.96 no no 139664 0.11 0.19 0.59 0.62 no no
17925 –0.05 0.23 –0.22 0.70 no no 141891 –0.1 0.20 –0.50 0.64 no no
19107 0.47 0.21 2.28 0.49 no no 149661 0.14 0.22 0.65 1.70 no no
20766 0.08 0.26 0.30 1.18 no no 152391 0.06 0.18 0.34 0.58 no no
20794 1.64 0.37 4.46 1.58 yes no 160032 0.01 0.11 0.09 0.28 no no
20807 –0.05 0.53 –0.09 3.74 no no 160915 0.19 0.28 0.67 0.67 no no
22001 0.3 0.20 1.53 0.71 no no 164259 –0.18 0.19 –0.96 0.62 no no
23249 2.44 0.37 6.65 2.17 yes no 165777 0.46 0.28 1.62 0.98 no no
25457 –0.07 0.14 –0.50 0.37 no no 172555 0.55 0.25 2.16 1.09 no no
28355 0.88 0.09 9.33 0.36 yes no 178253 0.15 0.36 0.41 1.68 no no
29388 3.84 0.46 8.35 3.02 yes yes 182572 0.09 0.13 0.69 0.37 no no
30495 –0.14 0.21 –0.68 0.46 no no 188228 0.53 0.27 1.99 0.82 no no
31295 0.21 0.15 1.41 0.54 no no 192425 –0.31 0.25 –1.26 1.03 no no
31925 0.41 0.22 1.90 0.63 no no 195627 0.05 0.52 0.10 2.87 no no
33111 0 0.41 0.00 2.00 no no 197157 0.35 0.30 1.15 1.03 no no
33262 0.27 0.21 1.31 0.58 no no 197692 –0.14 0.20 –0.71 0.48 no no
34721 –0.36 0.21 –1.75 0.61 no no 202730 29.56 9.96 2.97 . . . no yes
38858 –0.69 0.29 –2.34 1.10 no no 203608 –0.74 0.34 –2.15 1.52 no no
39060 0.88 0.23 3.90 0.49 yes no 206860 0.21 0.30 0.69 1.24 no no
40307 –0.34 0.24 –1.44 1.06 no no 207129 0.13 0.13 1.00 0.26 no no
43162 0.4 0.21 1.94 0.63 no no 210049 0.18 0.38 0.47 2.67 no no
45184 0.42 0.15 2.83 0.53 no no 210277 –0.41 0.31 –1.31 1.85 no no
53705 0.08 0.23 0.35 0.67 no no 210302 0.83 0.25 3.39 1.07 yes no
56537 –0.42 0.25 –1.68 0.98 no no 210418 –0.43 0.29 –1.46 1.17 no no
69830 0.04 0.26 0.15 1.01 no no 213845 –0.43 0.24 –1.81 0.82 no no
71155 0.09 0.25 0.35 1.16 no no 214953 –0.15 0.22 –0.69 0.71 no no
72673 0 0.33 0.00 1.89 no no 215648 –0.21 0.22 –0.96 0.76 no no
76151 0.16 0.28 0.56 1.38 no no 215789 –0.2 0.26 –0.78 0.68 no no
76932 –0.04 0.42 –0.09 2.79 no no 216435 –0.35 0.27 –1.27 1.14 no no
82434 0.39 0.58 0.68 3.72 no no 219482 0.2 0.17 1.19 0.53 no no
88955 –0.25 0.25 –1.02 1.00 no no 219571 0.09 0.27 0.33 0.78 no no
90132 –0.74 0.41 –1.79 1.80 no no 224392 1.74 0.27 6.34 1.15 yes yes

Notes. Detections, i.e., stars with significant excess but without a companion following Marion et al. (2014), are marked in gray. The quantity fCSE

is the disk-to-star flux ratio. The quantity σ f is the 1σ uncertainty on that measurement, χf = fCSE/σ f gives the significance of the detection, and
χ2

red gives the reduced χ2 of the fit of our model to the data. The columns named “V2” and “Comp.” include notes on whether there is a significant
detection of extended emission or of closure-phase signal, respectively. (1) See notes in Sect. 4.1.

observations (October 2008 vs. December 2012 for the FLUOR
and PIONIER observations, respectively). It would help to have
another FLUOR observation confirming or ruling out the excess
still being present.

4.2. Statistics from the PIONIER sample

4.2.1. Overall detection rate

We find a total detection rate of 10.6+4.3
−2.5% of H band excesses

that can be attributed to hot exozodiacal dust. This detection rate
is less than half as high as the rate found by Absil et al. (2013),

a fact we discuss in Sect. 5.1. Our detection rate is consistent
with the result found by Millan-Gabet et al. (2011) using KIN
in N band. However, given the different wavelength, sensitiv-
ity to different dust populations, and the large statistical error
bars, drawing clear conclusions from it is not possible without
detailed knowledge about the systems detected.

The detection rate obtained in this survey is similar to the
detection rates for cold debris disks (e.g., Beichman et al. 2006;
Bryden et al. 2006; Su et al. 2006; Eiroa et al. 2013). The dust
observed in these disks, however, can be readily explained by
steady-state models in which it is continuously replenished by
collisions between large, km-sized planetesimals. If the H band
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excesses observed in this sample were produced by the colli-
sional evolution of planetesimals to produce dust in a similar
manner, the planetesimals would have to be very close to the star,
at the very least within the field of view of PIONIER. Collision
rates increase with decreasing orbital timescales. Wyatt et al.
(2007a) show that this leads to a maximum mass – hence frac-
tional luminosity – of dust that can be produced in steady state,
as a function of the orbital distance and age of the system.
According to these estimates, for instance, the maximum frac-
tional luminosity of a disk at 1 AU and an age of 100 Myr is
1.6 × 10−6. Given only one measurement of the flux ratio for
each available target and even with the spectrally dispersed data
as discussed in Sect. 4.3, only weak constraints can be put on the
fractional luminosity of the detected exozodiacal dust systems
with only lower limits, typically on the order of 10−4, possible,
assuming thermal emission (considering scattered light, the lim-
its would be even larger). A realistic model of the exozodiacal
dust around Vega, which is representative of the detections in
this work, has been first produced by Absil et al. (2006) who
find a fractional luminosity of 5× 10−4. These values are clearly
inconsistent with the maximum levels estimated by Wyatt et al.
(2007a) for any reasonable range of parameters. Thus, the excess
emission observed in this survey cannot derive from dust pro-
duced locally in a steady-state collisional cascade for the ages of
these stars. Alternatively, we could be observing a transient phe-
nomena (Wyatt et al. 2007a; Kennedy & Wyatt 2013) or the af-
termath of a large collision (e.g., Lisse et al. 2008, 2009; Jackson
et al. 2014). Bonsor et al. (2013); however, we show that it is un-
likely that we observe the aftermath of dynamical instabilities in
such a high proportion of planetary systems. The potential origin
of the hot dust in an outer debris disk is discussed in Sect. 4.2.3.

A potential scenario for decreasing the removal rate of dust
grains from the system and, thus, to reduce the dust production
rate needed to explain the presence of the dust would be the trap-
ping of nano grains (∼10 nm in size) in the magnetic fields of the
host stars (Czechowski & Mann 2010; Su et al. 2013). Su et al.
(2013) suggest that this scenario is responsible for the hot ex-
cess seen around Vega, but the extension to A type stars is not
obvious because the topology of their magnetic fields is not well
known. While the dust in this scenario would still originate in
an exozodiacal disk, alternative scenarios explaining the near-
infrared excess, such as free-free emission produced by stellar
winds, have been discussed as well (Absil et al. 2008). This has,
however, been ruled out as an explanation for the near-infrared
excess around Fomalhaut by Mennesson et al. (2013).

4.2.2. Detection rate vs. spectral type

Figure 3 shows the detection rate of exozodiacal dust for the
different spectral type bins considered. The detection rate is de-
creasing toward late type stars, similar to the behavior of debris
disks (Su et al. 2006; Bryden et al. 2006; Gautier et al. 2007;
Eiroa et al. 2013). However, given the large statistical uncer-
tainties (based on binomial probability distribution), this trend
is only tentative.

4.2.3. Detection rate vs. presence of a debris disk

The correlation between stellar spectral type and detection rate
of exozodiacal dust is similar to that of debris disks. This raises
the question whether the origin of the hot and cold dust is the
same population of colliding planetesimals, some of which have
been transported closer to the star. This hypothesis can be tested
by searching for correlations between the presence of exozodia-
cal dust and of a debris disk.

Fig. 3. Detection rate of exozodiacal dust for stars of different spectral
types.

Fig. 4. Detection rate of exozodiacal dust vs. the presence of a detected
debris disk.

Given the statistical uncertainties ,there is no significant cor-
relation between the incidence of hot and cold dust (Fig. 4). This
would suggest that the two phenomena do not have a common
origin. However, we are only able to detect the brightest exo-
zodiacal dust systems and the most luminous debris disks (e.g.,
with Herschel ∼10 times more luminous than our Kuiper belt,
Vitense et al. 2010). Furthermore, potentially important mecha-
nisms, such as dust trapping in a planetary system (e.g., Stark &
Kuchner 2008) or by stellar magnetic fields (Su et al. 2013) or
realistic treatment of sublimating dust particles (Lebreton et al.
2013; van Lieshout et al. 2014), have not been considered in the
theoretical investigation. Thus, a faint, undetected debris disk
might be able to produce significant amounts of exozodiacal
dust. Migration of a planet into an outer, faint belt has also been
shown to potentially produce enough hot dust to be detectable
by our observations and would not require a correlation between
observable hot and cold dust (Bonsor et al. 2014; Raymond &
Bonsor 2014).

4.2.4. Detection rate vs. stellar age

Another well known correlation for debris disks is the decrease
in dust mass with stellar age, which translates into a drop in the
detection rate and disk brightness with increasing age (Rieke
et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006). This has been attributed to the
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Fig. 5. Excess due to exozodiacal dust as a function of stellar age in the
PIONIER sample.

continuous mass loss due to the collisional evolution of the disk
(e.g., Wyatt et al. 2007b; Löhne et al. 2008). We already con-
cluded that the high levels of hot dust found are unlikely to be
consistent with steady-state collision evolution. Checking for a
similar correlation between the detection rate and brightness of
exozodiacal systems with stellar age, we can test this hypothesis
further.

We make this test in two different ways. First, we plot the
flux ratio as a function of the stellar age. We divide our sample
into early-type stars (spectral type A) and stars of later spectral
types, accounting for differences in the stellar properties, such as
stellar luminosity, winds, and magnetic fields potentially affect-
ing the dust evolution. Second, we investigate the excess detec-
tion rate with respect to the stellar age. For each spectral type bin
(A, F, or G/K), we divide the sample into stars younger than and
stars older than the median age in the bin, 0.34 Gyr, 1.95 Gyr,
and 4.47 Gyr for A, F, and G/K type stars, respectively. The de-
tection rate in the young and the old star samples are compared.
Finally, we perform the same analysis on all stars together, but
keeping the old and young categories of the stars as indicated
by the median ages in their respective spectral type bins. We do
not perform this analysis for all stars together, with one median
age for all stars. This would put all A-type stars in the young
bin and most of the late type stars in the old bin. While such an
analysis would be useful if the dust evolution depends on time in
general, not on the stellar evolution, it would be heavily biased
in the present case by the higher detection rate around A-type
stars.

There is no clear correlation of the excesses with the age of
the systems visible in Fig. 5. However, there is a tentative cor-
relation between the detection rate and the age for F and G/K
type stars (Fig. 6). Considering the F and GK spectral type bins
together, a χ2 test yields a probability of ∼0.75 that there is a
real correlation between the stellar age and the excess detection
rate. While a similar correlation is not visible for A-type stars,
the detection rate seems to increase with age for stars of later
spectral type. This is the opposite of what would be expected in
the case of steady-state evolution, but does not necessarily con-
tradict planet-induced instabilities. A similar trend is visible in
the combined sample (keeping the age bins derived for the indi-
vidual spectral type bins) with a probability of a real correlation
with age of ∼0.75. Because in this case the age bins are linked to
the stellar main sequence life time rather than absolute time, this
might suggest that the circumstellar excess emission is caused by

Fig. 6. Detection rate of exozodiacal dust for stars younger and older
than the median age of each spectral type bin. For the total bin, the age
bins derived from the individual spectral type bins are considered, not a
median age of the whole sample.

a stellar phenomenon rather than a circumstellar one. We note,
however, that such a phenomenon would have to be very simi-
lar over a wide range of stellar spectral types and that no such
phenomenon is known. A different explanation could be that the
time scale of the circumstellar phenomenon (e.g., the dust evolu-
tion) that leads to the excess at older ages depends on the prop-
erties of the star. This would be the case, for example, for the
Poynting-Robertson time scale, which decreases for a given dust
species with increasing stellar luminosity and mass.

4.2.5. Correlation with presence of planets

In our sample there are 14 stars for which the detection of an
exoplanetary system has been reported. All planets are located
within a few AU from their host stars, near the region where the
dust must be located for our exozodi detections. In our sample
we find no correlation between the presence of exozodiacal dust
and of planets in the system.

4.2.6. Correlation with stellar rotation

Absil et al. (2013) suggest that part of the high detection rate of
hot circumstellar emission for A-type stars might be explained
in part by outflows due to rapid rotation. To investigate this sce-
nario, one can search for a correlation between high rotational
velocities and a high disk-to-star contrast. We follow for the A-
type stars in our sample the same approach as Absil et al. (2013).
We find no correlation and note in particular that there is a large
number of rapid rotators without detected excess.

4.3. Analysis of spectrally dispersed data

While our analysis so far followed closely the approach used by
Absil et al. (2013) due to the very similar kind of data available,
the SMALL spectral dispersion of our PIONIER data with three
spectral channels across the H band allows us to also investigate
the spectral slope of the excess for detected exozodiacal systems.
Since the spectral channels are considered to be correlated in
our contrast measurements, considering all together does not re-
duce the uncertainties on the combined excess measurement and,
vice versa, the uncertainties in the single channels are not signifi-
cantly larger than for the combined measurement. Therefore, for
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Fig. 7. Disk-to-star contrast as a function of wavelength for the de-
tected excess sources. The black line illustrates the case of constant
contrast, while the blue, orange, and red lines illustrate the cases of pure
black body emission with temperatures of 2000 K, 1500 K, and 1000 K,
respectively.

significant excess detections, the spectrally dispersed data may
allow for putting constraints on the H band colors of the excesses
and, thus, of the location and nature of the emission.

4.3.1. Approach

The flux ratio vs. spectral channel for the nine sources with de-
tected excess is shown in Fig. 7. We fit curves for thermal black
body emission for four temperatures, 500 K, 1000 K, 1500 K,
and 2000 K, to the data. The error-weighted average of the three
spectral channels represents the case where the circumstellar
emission detected follows the spectrum of the host star (i.e., con-
stant contrast with wavelength). As can be seen in Fig. 7, the
contrast is fairly constant over the three spectral channels for
most targets. This would be the case for pure gray scattered light
emission from dust grains, suggesting that this makes a signif-
icant contribution to the total emission. Only the last two tar-
gets exhibit a tentative slope that might suggest thermal emis-
sion. However, for all targets we are able to rule out neither pure
black body emission nor pure scattered light emission based on
this qualitative analysis.

To carry out a more systematic analysis of the spectral be-
havior of the contrast for all our targets – be it with or without
significant broad band excess – we proceed in two ways. First,
we fit a straight line fCSE(λ) = aλ+ f0 to the three spectral chan-
nels in order to derive the spectral slope a of the contrast and the
corresponding uncertainty σa. We prefer this over a black body
fit to the data because we suspect that scattered light makes a sig-
nificant contribution to the emission, as discussed above. In this
case, any black body temperature derived would be meaningless.
In contrast, the spectral slope a is a purely empirical quantity
that does not need any assumptions on the underlying physics
but is handy for quantitatively investigating the significance of
the spectral behavior. The spectral channels are correlated, and
systematic uncertainties, such as the uncertain diameter of the
star or of the calibrator, affect them in the same way. These sys-
tematic uncertainties are therefore not considered in the present
fit. We validate this by plotting the histogram of a/σa, i.e., the
significance of the slopes for all targets (Fig. 8). The histogram
is well behaved with a standard deviation of 0.87, not including
the three stars with significantly positive slopes. There is a small
offset toward positive slopes, which we rate as insignificant. We
also compute the spectral slope in the H band of the black body

Fig. 8. Distribution of the spectral slopes of the flux ratios. The white
bars represent the whole sample, red bars represent nominal, broad
band detections, blue bars represent targets with excess only in the long
wavelength spectral channel, and orange bars represent stars with neg-
ative (<−3σ) excess in one or more channels. White bars can be hid-
den by colored bars, while colored bars are stacked; i.e., they cannot
hide each other. The three targets with significantly positive slopes are
HD 172555, HD 182572, and HD 210049. The star with a/σa ∼ 0 but
with excess only in the long wavelength channel is HD 45184. These
cases are discussed in Sect. 4.3.2.

Table 4. Spectral slopes of the detected excesses.

HD a σa a2000 K a1500 K a1000 K a500 K

2262 –0.63 1.49 1.01 1.48 2.28 3.46
7788 0.04 1.67 2.06 3.11 5.00 (8.46)
14412 –0.93 1.69 1.27 1.95 3.14 (4.94)
20794 0.50 2.41 1.94 2.98 4.80 (7.99)
28355 –1.13 1.41 1.33 1.96 (3.12) (5.25)
39060 0.11 1.89 1.41 2.09 3.32 5.42

104731 0.39 1.38 0.82 1.23 1.97 3.30
108767 1.47 1.35 1.14 1.63 2.50 4.00
210302 4.61 2.15 1.37 2.06 3.32 5.63
172555 8.02 2.12 (1.37) 2.12 3.65 7.25
182572 3.97 1.06 (0.29) (0.48) 0.87 1.81
210049 10.50 3.10 (0.58) (0.94) 1.74 3.81

Notes. Slopes and uncertainties are listed in %/μm. In addition to the
measured values, we list for all targets the spectral slopes of purely ther-
mal excesses with black body temperatures of 2000 K, 1500 K, 1000 K,
and 500 K. For targets marked in bold face, constraints on the emis-
sion mechanism or the black body temperature are possible. Measured
slopes marked in bold face are significantly different from a zero slope,
i.e., with scattered light emission, while black body slopes in parenthe-
ses can be ruled out. The three last targets are the tentative detections of
circumstellar excess based on the spectral analysis, but are not detected
as broad band excesses by our original approach.

curves fitted to the data of the excess stars in order to evaluate
whether any black body temperature can clearly be ruled out by
the spectral slope measured (Table 4). The slope a of the flux ra-
tio depends not only on the black body temperature, but also on
the flux ratio itself, as well as on the spectral slope of the stellar
photosphere emission. Thus, for a given blackbody temperature,
the spectral slope of the flux ratio is expected to be different for
different targets and excesses. For gray scattered stellar light, i.e.,
where the spectrum of the excess is the same as that of the star,
the spectral slope of the flux ratio is a = 0. A 3σ criterion is used
to check whether the measured slope is consistent within the un-
certainties with the predicted slope for different temperatures or
a zero slope for scattered light emission.
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Second, we search for significant excesses in only one or two
spectral channels. Therefore, we consider the full uncertainties,
including systematic calibration uncertainties. Excesses in the
long-wavelength channel(s) might be expected if the excess is
just starting to be significant in the middle of the H band. In this
case, we would expect the targets to also exhibit some positive
slope of the measured flux ratio.

4.3.2. Discussion

The results of this analysis are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, and
Table 4. It is obvious that – within the 3σ uncertainties – the
slopes for all detected broad band excesses are consistent with
a constant contrast with wavelength and most of the black body
temperatures considered. Neither black body emission nor pure
scattered light can be ruled out. However, most targets are bet-
ter fit by a constant contrast than by a black body of realistic
temperature. Only two sources, HD 108767 and HD 210302, are
better fit by a black body. A clear conclusion would require data
of higher precision or over a wider wavelength range. If real,
the constant slope would be indicative of very hot dust or of
the emission when dominated by scattering rather than thermal
emission. Both scenarios have been investigated by Defrère et al.
(2012a) using the example of βPic (HD 39060), which exhibits
similar behavior. In particular, the possibility has been discussed
that the near-infrared excess emission is produced by forward
scattering in the outer debris disk seen edge-on. Modeling this
scenario constrained its contribution to the total near-infrared ex-
cess to be less than ∼50% for βPic. The debris disks around the
other stars for which we detect near-infrared excesses are signif-
icantly fainter than the one around βPic. In six of nine cases, a
debris disk has not even been detected in the far infrared. Thus,
we conclude that this scenario cannot be responsible for the ex-
cesses detected. Concluding whether the emission is dominated
by thermal emission or scattered light is not possible based on
the available data on our detected excesses.

There are, however, four more targets found not to have sig-
nificant broad band emission but to exhibit a significant slope
of the contrast or a significant excess in the long wavelength
channel only (or both). Two of these sources, HD 172555 and
HD 182572, fulfill both criteria, so we consider them as tentative
excess detections. The tentative detection of HD 172555 is par-
ticularly interesting thanks to the strong, warm excess this star
is known to exhibit in the mid infrared (e.g., Lisse et al. 2009).
HD 210049 has a significant slope, but we measure only a con-
trast of 2.9σ on the long wavelength channel. Since this contrast
is nearly at a significant level and the slope is significant, we
consider this target as a tentative detection as well. Furthermore,
the contrast in the short-wavelength channel is (−0.93± 0.46)%,
which together with the significant slope, suggests that in this
case the absolute calibration error results in an underestimation
of the contrast in all three channels. The source with a signifi-
cant excess in the long wavelength channel but with no signifi-
cant slope is HD 45184. Here, the slope is rather constant, and
we measure a contrast above 2σ on each of the three spectral
channels. The reason the contrast in the last spectral channel ap-
pears significant is that the uncertainty is at its lowest here, not
that the contrast is at its highest. Thus, and given that we also
have two targets with negative contrast in single channels (which
cannot be real), we conclude that the detection for this target is
insignificant. The spectrally dispersed contrast for HD 172555,
HD 182572, and HD 210049 is shown in Fig. 9. Their spectral
slopes are listed in Table 4. For these targets we can rule out both
purely scattered light emission, as well as very hot black body

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 7 but for the three tentative detections based on the
spectral slope and excess in the long wavelength channel only. The blue,
orange, and red lines illustrate the cases of pure black body emission
with temperatures of 1500 K, 1000 K, and 500 K, respectively.

Fig. 10. Spectral behavior of black body emission of different tempera-
ture. The black lines show black body curves for typical stellar temper-
atures in our sample, while colored lines show curves for typical sub-
limation temperatures of dust (e.g., Lebreton et al. 2013; van Lieshout
et al. 2014).

thermal emission, based on the spectral slopes. Clearly, these tar-
gets deserve follow-up observations, either deeper in H band or
at longer wavelength. Also, a deep observation with the LARGE,
seven-channel spectral resolution of PIONIER would help to
put stronger constraints on the potential presence of an excess
around these stars.

5. Merging the VLTI/PIONIER and CHARA/FLUOR
samples

5.1. Comparison

One of the goals of the PIONIER observations was to ex-
tend the sample of stars searched for exozodiacal dust by
CHARA/FLUOR toward the south by merging the two samples,
in order to increase the number of targets observed and of ex-
cesses detected and thus to improve statistics. Therefore, it is
mandatory to compare the two samples and to check whether
they are compatible. While target selection and detection strat-
egy for the two samples are very similar, the main difference
is in the observing wavelength. PIONIER operates in H band
(1.65 μm) and FLUOR in K band (2.2 μm).

Figure 10 shows the spectral behavior of black body emis-
sion at different temperatures. Even the emission of the hottest
dust that can be present around a star peaks longward of the
H band. As a consequence, the flux ratio will increase toward
longer wavelengths, from PIONIER to FLUOR, assuming pure
blackbody thermal emission. Therefore, at a similar sensitivity
to the flux ratio, the PIONIER sensitivity to circumstellar dust is
lower than for FLUOR. A plot of the sensitivity distribution of
the FLUOR sample is shown in Fig. 11. The median 1σ sensi-
tivity to the flux ratio is 2.7 × 10−3 compared to 2.5 × 10−3 for
PIONIER.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity distribution of the CHARA/FLUOR sample. For de-
tails on these data, see Absil et al. (2013).

Indeed, the detection rate of PIONIER is significantly lower
than for FLUOR (10.6+4.3

−2.5% vs. 28+8
−6%). On the other hand, the

spectrally resolved data of our PIONIER detections tentatively
suggest that for most of our targets, the flux ratio does not in-
crease significantly toward longer wavelengths. A possible con-
clusion that needs to be confirmed by multi-wavelength observa-
tions of the same targets would be that the emission is dominated
by scattered light in the H band and that between H and K bands
the increasing thermal emission takes over.

Another indicator as to whether the two samples are compat-
ible would be whether observations with the two instruments ar-
rive at consistent results for the same stars. There are three stars
included in both samples, HD 56537, HD 69830, and HD 71155.
Only for HD 56537 (lam Gem) has an excess been detected with
FLUOR. All three targets do not show any significant excess in
H band. The non-detection for HD 56537 has already been dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.1.

Finally, we can compare the statistics derived from the
PIONIER sample in Sect. 4.2 with the results of Absil et al.
(2013). For this purpose we compare the statistics derived from
the two surveys in Fig. 12. We already noted that the detec-
tion rate is lower for the PIONIER sample by a factor of ∼2.
When correcting for that (i.e., multiplying the PIONIER detec-
tion rates by this factor), the detection rate with respect to the
spectral type is consistent between the two samples. A differ-
ence is clearly visible between the two samples in correlation
between the presence of hot and cold dust. Here, the two sam-
ples suggest completely opposite correlations. However, again,
correcting for the different overall detection rates, all detection
rates in the two samples are consistent with each other given the
statistical error bars. Thus, we do not consider these differences
to be significant. Consistently with Absil et al. (2013), we find
no significant correlation of the excesses with stellar age.

We conclude that except for the lower detection rate in the
PIONIER sample, the results are consistent.

5.2. Merging the samples

Merging the samples in a rigorous way is only possible taking
into account color information of the detected excesses or at least
on a reasonably large sample of detections that can be used as a
proxy. This information is not available at the moment. Thus, we
only merge the two samples and analyze the merged sample in a
preliminary way.

We see two possibilities for merging the two samples. One
would be to simply consider all detections in the near infrared

irrespective of the observing band and thus readily co-add the
H and K band samples. This would not require any corrections.
However, the two times larger number of stars in the PIONIER
sample means that the resulting combined sample would be bi-
ased toward H band observations. The other possibility would
be to correct for the lower detection rate in the PIONIER sam-
ple by multiplying all detection rates in one of the samples by
a correction factor to match the rates of the other sample. The
problem here is that this assumes that the difference in the over-
all detection rate is the only difference in the two samples that
might not be true. As a consequence, the resulting sample cannot
be considered to be representative of a pure H or K band sample
either.

We decided to go for the first option by just adding up the
two samples without any correction. A more sophisticated ap-
proach may be attempted later once the FLUOR sample has been
extended to the same stellar flux limit as the PIONIER sample,
and color information for a reasonably large sample of detections
were obtained. Currently, the FLUOR sample is limited to stellar
magnitudes down to K = 4. Observations to extend the sample
to K = 5 are continuing. Attempts are in progress to constrain
the near-infrared emission mechanism and temperature of exo-
zodiacal dust through multi-wavelength data, taking advantage
of PIONIER’s K band capabilities.

For the merged sample, we used the same statistics as pre-
sented before for the PIONIER sample (Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6). The
results are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. As expected, the statisti-
cal uncertainties are reduced. With the reduced uncertainties, we
widely confirm the tentative conclusions from the statistics on
the PIONIER sample alone. The decreasing detection rate from
early-type stars toward late type stars becomes more significant,
allowing for the conclusion that this is correct. The tentative
conclusion that the presence of detectable cold and hot dust in
the system is not correlated becomes much more obvious in the
merged sample, albeit still with large statistical error bars. The
tentative conclusion from the PIONIER data that older stars are
more likely to harbor hot dust at a detectable level is confirmed.
At least for the F-type stars, this correlation is clearly visible,
and a χ2 test yields a probability of 0.96 that there is a definite
correlation, while this correlation is insignificant for the A-type
and GK-type spectral bins, with probabilities of 0.56 and 0.87,
respectively. Considering stars of all spectral types together, but
keeping the age bins from the individual spectral type bins, the
probability that there is a definite correlation is 0.98. The dis-
tribution of excess levels over stellar ages remains mostly un-
changed. With the larger number of data points, the absence of a
significant correlation becomes clearer. The tentative increase in
excess levels with stellar age for A-type stars suggested by Absil
et al. (2013) cannot be confirmed. This impression was mostly
caused by one large excess at a high age (HD 187642, alf Aql),
while the other detected excesses show no clear correlation. This
remains a single case after increasing the number of targets ob-
served by a factor of ∼3 and the number of detections by a factor
of ∼2.

6. Summary and conclusions

We observed 92 nearby stars using VLTI/PIONIER in H band
with the goal of searching for near-infrared bright circumstellar
emission. This goal could be achieved for 86 main sequence
stars. We reached a median sensitivity of 2.5 × 10−3 (1σ) on
the disk-to-star contrast for these stars. Significant extended cir-
cumstellar emission has been found around nine targets, result-
ing in an overall broad band detection rate of 10.6+4.3

−2.5%. In ad-
dition, three tentative detection were found. The detection rate
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the two samples and statistics performed on the merged sample.

decreases with stellar spectral type from 15.4+9.6
−4.6% for A-type

stars to 7.7+8.6
−2.5% for G and K type stars, similar to the known be-

havior of debris disks (Su et al. 2006; Bryden et al. 2006; Gautier
et al. 2007; Eiroa et al. 2013). This suggests a common origin for
both phenomena that may depend on the amount of solid bod-
ies formed in planetary systems, which correlates with the stellar
mass (Andrews et al. 2013). Another correlation with the mass of
the host star supporting this hypothesis is that of the giant -planet
frequency (Johnson et al. 2007) that is consistently attributed to
the mass of the erstwhile protoplanetary disk by planet formation
models (e.g., Laughlin et al. 2004; Ida & Lin 2005; Kornet et al.
2006; Alibert et al. 2011).

Our PIONIER sample allows only tentative conclusions on
correlations between the incidence of hot circumstellar emission
and other properties, such as the stellar age or the presence of
a debris disk, because of the limited sample size. We attempted
to merge the PIONIER sample and the CHARA/FLUOR sample
first presented in Absil et al. (2013) in order to improve statis-
tics. From the merged sample we find that there is no signifi-
cant correlation between the presence of detectable exozodiacal

dust and of a detectable debris disk. Furthermore, we find ten-
tative evidence that the detection rate of hot exozodiacal dust
increases with the age of the system. This is very surprising be-
cause any steady-state dust production mechanism from plan-
etesimals (local or not) will remove those planetesimals from the
system, thereby reducing the dust mass over time. The effect is
most visible for the F type stars in our sample with a median age
of 1.9 Gyr. This might indicate that the potential pile-up must
occur on a Gyr time scale. That we do not see any significant
increase in the excess levels for stars of increasing age suggests
that there is a maximum amount of dust that can be trapped. We
do not find any correlation of the detection rate of hot dust with
the presence of known close-in planets, which seems to rule out
the planetary trapping scenario, despite large statistical uncer-
tainties. Further theoretical analysis of the proposed scenarios is
necessary in order to investigate whether any of these scenarios
is physically plausible.

We also analyzed the spectral behavior of the flux ratio of our
targets in the H band. For our nine broadband detections, we can
exclude neither hot thermal emission of the dust nor scattering
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Fig. 13. Excess due to exozodiacal dust as a function of stellar age for
the merged sample.

of stellar light by small dust grains as the dominant source of
excess. However, eight of our detections can be explained better
by scattered light (a constant slope of the flux ratio with wave-
length) than by thermal emission (resulting in an increase in the
flux ratio with wavelength). This might suggest that, at least for
these targets, scattered light makes a significant contribution to
the total emission. In addition to the broad band detected ex-
cesses, we found three more tentative detections based on their
spectral slopes being significantly different from zero. We did
not include those detections in the statistics because they are un-
certain. However, if real, the excess of these targets is clearly
dominated by thermal emission. This diversity suggests a wide
diversity of architectures of exozodiacal dust systems in contrast
to the dust being significantly piled up at its sublimation radius
for all systems.

The impact of exozodiacal dust on future planet-finding mis-
sions has been discussed in detail by Roberge et al. (2012) for
direct imaging and by Defrère et al. (2010) for interferomet-
ric observations, both at optical and near-infrared wavelengths.
Roberge et al. (2012) find that exozodiacal dust emission at lev-
els of our own zodiacal dust can already significantly affect the
detectability of an exo-Earth for direct imaging. Defrère et al.
(2010) find similar, albeit slightly weaker, constraints for an in-
terferometric mission. The exozodiacal dust systems detected in
the present survey must have a much higher fractional luminos-
ity, typically by a factor of ∼1000.

The high detection rate found already at this level suggests
a significant number of fainter systems that are undetectable by
our survey but still much brighter than zodiacal dust in our solar
system. This might in general pose a significant obstacle for the
search for exo-Earths. We can only put very limited constraints
on the dust location in the detected systems. Earlier studies of
single systems have concluded that the dust is probably very hot,
close to the sublimation radius and thus not cospatial with po-
tential exo-Earths (Defrère et al. 2011; Lebreton et al. 2013). In
contrast, we find that the H band flux ratios of our detected sys-
tems exhibit a rather flat spectral slope, suggestive of scattered
light emission.

Although not conclusive because of large uncertainties, if
real, this might suggest that the dust in most systems is colder
than previously expected. At the same time, without the spectral
information in our data, scattered light emission could have been
misinterpreted as very hot thermal emission in previous studies,
placing the dust too close to the star. Multi-wavelength informa-
tion on the detected excesses, e.g., through observations in H and

K bands and detailed modeling of these data are needed to better
constrain the dominating emission process and thus the dust lo-
cation. This is particularly critical since assuming an analogy to
our own zodiacal dust in order to constrain the dust distribution
is neither necessarily valid nor particularly helpful. The latter is
because our knowledge about the very hot dust content of our
own zodiacal disk is very limited. Only more detailed character-
ization of the detected systems can lead to clear conclusions on
the impact of the presence of these systems on the detectability
of exo-Earths.

In particular, we find no correlation between the detections
of our near-infrared detected systems and of cold debris disks. In
contrast, a recent analysis of KIN data on debris disk host stars
suggests that the dust detected in the mid infrared is related to,
but not necessarily co-located with the cold dust in debris disks
(Mennesson et al. 2014). The dust detected by these observations
is expected to be closer to the habitable zone. This suggests that
the presence of dust in the habitable zone might be correlated
more with the presence of cold dust than with the very hot and
near-infrared detected dust found by our observations.
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Table 1. Stellar parameters and photometry of the targets observed.

HD Sp. T. d v sin i log(Age) θV−K V H K FIR FIR references
number [pc] [km s−1] [Gyr] [mas] [mag] [mag] [mag] excess?

142 F7V 25.6 11 0.44 0.5198 5.7012 4.64676 4.47424 NO B09, E14
1581 F9.5V 8.6 2.3 0.60 1.14917 4.2238 2.88120 2.81520 NO T08, E14
2262 A5IV 23.5 225 −0.15 0.69810 3.9372 3.54620 3.52320 YES S06
3302 F5V 36.2 17 0.21 0.4938 5.5082 4.62576 4.50226 NO Br06, T08
3823 G0V 25.5 2.3 0.83 0.5327 5.8908 4.67216 4.48615 NO T08
4150 A0IV 73.7 133 −0.27 0.4577 4.3612 4.35476 4.30827 YES S06
7570 F9V 15.1 4.3 0.55 0.76210 4.9603 3.71320 3.66620 YES K09
7788 F6V 20.4 61 0.41 0.73911 4.9128 3.75020 3.70020 NO E14
10647 F9V 17.4 5.5 0.26 0.54772 5.5173 4.399234 4.340276 YES T08, E13
11171 F3III 23.6 58 0.02 0.626120 4.6523 3.470180 3.890389 YES K10
14412 G8V 12.7 0.0 0.57 0.5527 6.3354 4.69444 4.55116 NO T08, K09, E13
15008 A3V 41.5 190 −0.38 0.5417 4.0742 3.97420 3.96220 NO S06, Kpc
15798 F5V 25.8 4.6 0.44 0.77011 4.7342 3.62720 3.58820 NO T08
16555 A6V 44.5 6.6 −0.26 0.4687 5.2933 4.60023 4.52521 NO P09, Kpc
17051 F8V 17.2 6.5 0.12 0.6329 5.3962 4.13020 4.08020 NO Br06, T08, Kpc
17925 K1V 10.4 4.9 −0.45 0.72510 6.0444 4.05020 4.04020 YES H08, T08, E13
19107 A8V 43.1 150 −0.74 0.4056 5.2524 4.83442 4.74124 NO Kpc
20766 G4V 12.1 2.7 0.25 0.67610 5.5118 4.08820 4.00520 NO Br06, T08, E13
20794 G8V 6.02 2.0 0.91 1.295173 4.2568 2.709234 2.636278 YES K09
20807 G0V 12.1 2.7 0.60 0.74711 5.2288 3.82020 3.77020 YES E13
22001 F5V 21.4 13 0.36 0.70410 4.7054 3.74020 3.72020 NO Be06, Kpc
23249 K1IV 9.0 2.3 0.87 1.81025 3.5223 1.53920 1.90720 NO Be06, K09
25457 F6V 19.2 18 −0.02 0.59111 5.3793 4.34276 4.18136 YES H08
28355 A7V 49.2 105 −0.17 0.4395 5.0112 4.57014 4.55011 YES S06, C08
29388 A6V 45.9 89 −0.14 0.5607 4.2624 4.078228 3.96016 NO S06
30495 G1.5V 13.3 3.6 0.02 0.67513 5.4813 4.116236 3.99936 YES T08, K09, E13
31295 A0V 37.0 11 −1.12 0.44811 4.6464 4.51747 4.41647 YES S06
31925 F5V 43.2 7.2 0.35 0.5157 5.6734 4.64676 4.47916 NO T07
33111 A3III 27.2 180 −0.41 1.18020 2.7822 2.439204 2.38030 NO Kpc
33262 F9V 11.7 15 −0.12 0.87998 4.7082 3.407202 3.371234 YES Br06, T08
34721 G0V 24.9 4.4 0.70 0.4947 5.9544 4.748266 4.62020 NO T08, K09
38858 G4V 15.6 0.3 0.43 0.5768 6.1937 4.49920 4.44520 YES Be06, K09
39060 A6V 19.3 13 −1.68 0.70710 3.8512 3.50020 3.48120 YES S84, S06
40307 K2.5V 12.8 1.6 0.61 0.5467 7.1577 4.96840 4.79316 YES E13
43162 G5V 16.7 5.5 −0.45 0.4966 6.3623 4.86336 4.72616 NO E13
45184 G1.5V 22.0 2.5 0.52 0.4536 6.3663 4.96220 4.87120 YES L09, K10
53705 G0V 16.3 1.6 0.93 0.62311 5.5344 4.16420 4.14030 NO Be06, Kpc, E13
56537 A3V 28.9 154 −0.22 0.65181 3.5722 3.495284 3.535262 NO Kpc
69830 G8V 12.6 1.6 0.70 0.6569 5.9454 4.364224 4.17020 NO E13
71155 A0V 38.3 14 −0.96 0.5347 3.8812 3.93020 3.93220 YES S06
72673 G9V 12.2 0.0 0.54 0.59712 6.3773 4.763296 4.43836 NO Be06

Notes. Uncertainties on the stellar diameters and magnitudes are given in μas and 10−3 mag, respectively. The note “mir” added to some reference
for the far-infrared detection means that only mid-infrared data or only upper limits in the far-infrared are available, but the detected mid-infrared
excess strongly suggests the presence of excess at longer wavelengths.

References. Distances were taken from the Hipparcos catalog (Perryman et al. 1997). References for the far-infrared excesses are B09: Bryden
et al. (2009), B13: Booth et al. (2013), Be06: Beichman et al. (2006), Br06: Bryden et al. (2006), C05: Chen et al. (2005), C08: Cieza et al.
(2008), D12: Donaldson et al. (2012), E13: Eiroa et al. (2013), E14: this work, see Sect. 2, H08: Hillenbrand et al. (2008), K09: Kóspál et al.
(2009), K10: Koerner et al. (2010), K10*: Koerner et al. (2010), observed but no detection published, Kpc: Herschel/DEBRIS data, G. Kennedy,
personal communication, L09: Lawler et al. (2009), M09 Morales et al. (2009), P09: Plavchan et al. (2009), R08: Rebull et al. (2008), S06: Su et al.
(2006), S84: Smith & Terrile (1984), T07: Trilling et al. (2007), T08: Trilling et al. (2008), Z11: Zuckerman et al. (2011a). Stellar parameters were
collected from Malagnini & Morossi (1990); Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999); Gerbaldi et al. (1999); Feltzing et al. (2001); Erspamer & North
(2003); Mallik et al. (2003); Głȩbocki & Gnaciński (2005); Valenti & Fischer (2005); Gray et al. (2006); Saffe et al. (2008); Sousa et al. (2008);
Önehag et al. (2009); Lafrasse et al. (2010); Soubiran et al. (2010); Casagrande et al. (2011); Díaz et al. (2011); Wu et al. (2011); Ammler-von Eiff
& Reiners (2012); van Belle (2012); Zorec & Royer (2012). Stellar ages were collected from Edvardsson et al. (1993); Marsakov & Shevelev
(1995); Rocha-Pinto & Maciel (1998); Gerbaldi et al. (1999); Lachaume et al. (1999); Zuckerman & Webb (2000); Feltzing et al. (2001); Chen
et al. (2001); Ibukiyama & Arimoto (2002); Lambert & Reddy (2004); Rocha-Pinto et al. (2004); Thorén et al. (2004); Wright et al. (2004);
Bensby et al. (2005); Rieke et al. (2005); Valenti & Fischer (2005); Reddy et al. (2006); Barnes (2007); Ramírez et al. (2007); Rhee et al. (2007);
Takeda et al. (2007); Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008); Holmberg et al. (2009); Chauvin et al. (2010); Ghezzi et al. (2010); Gonzalez et al. (2010);
Casagrande et al. (2011); Tetzlaff et al. (2011); Trevisan et al. (2011); Maldonado et al. (2012); Vican (2012); Zorec & Royer (2012); Eiroa et al.
(2013); Maldonado et al. (2013); Pace (2013); Tsantaki et al. (2013).
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Table 1. continued.

HD Sp. T. d v sin i log(Age) θV−K V H K FIR FIR references
number [pc] [km s−1] [Gyr] [mas] [mag] [mag] [mag] excess?

76151 G3V 17.1 4.0 0.34 0.5379 5.9983 4.53020 4.50030 YES Br06, T08, E13
76932 G2V 21.3 2.6 1.05 0.56112 5.8093 4.38920 4.38043 NO Be06, Kpc
82434 F3IV 18.6 156 0.15 1.06518 3.5822 2.700234 2.76030 NO C05
88955 A2V 31.5 10 −0.46 0.59710 3.8322 3.75820 3.74230 YES Z11
90132 A8V 40.5 270 −1.15 0.4266 5.3312 4.789 4.68621 NO Kpc
91324 F9V 21.9 8.3 0.58 0.79380 4.8882 3.588204 3.582214 NO Be06
99211 A7V 25.7 7.3 −0.25 0.705188 4.0723 3.523570 3.546526 NO Kpc

102365 G2V 9.2 0.7 0.83 0.94314 4.8818 3.37720 3.30820 NO Be06, Kpc
104731 F5V 24.2 15 0.19 0.6048 5.1532 4.11720 4.08520 NO B06, T08
108767 A0IV 27.0 236 −0.48 0.79211 2.9534 3.04920 3.05520 NO S06, Kpc
109787 A2V 40.4 296 −0.38 0.5778 3.4852 3.71520 3.70220 NO Kpc
115617 G7V 8.5 3.9 0.66 1.147129 4.7278 2.974176 2.956236 YES B06, T08
120136 F6IV 15.6 15 0.14 0.85612 4.4802 3.40020 3.35020 NO T08, B09, E13
128898 A7V 16.4 13 . . . 1.00525 3.1742 2.73030 2.74050 NO E13
129502 F2V 18.7 47 0.12 1.02714 3.8653 2.93820 2.89520 YES E14
130109 A0V 39.5 285 −0.41 0.61321 3.7262 3.628202 3.67070 NO Kpc
134083 F5V 19.7 44 0.17 0.6617 4.9262 3.90520 3.88010 NO T08, Br06, E13
135379 A3V 29.6 68 −0.61 0.5698 4.0602 3.89020 3.88020 YES M09mir

136202 F8IV 24.7 4.8 0.63 0.62385 5.0483 3.947284 4.008284 YES K10mir

139664 F5V 17.5 1.8 0.02 0.72310 4.6383 3.68020 3.66020 YES Be06
141891 F1 12.3 92 0.76 1.43320 2.8262 2.13220 2.08520 YES K10mir

149661 K2V 9.8 2.2 0.13 0.77611 5.7624 3.91020 3.85520 NO Br06, T08
152391 G8.5V 16.9 3.0 0.11 0.4878 6.6498 4.94244 4.83529 NO Br06, T08
160032 F4V 21.9 16 0.35 0.66294 4.7544 3.702218 3.830294 YES E14
160915 F5V 17.5 12 0.42 0.65588 4.8613 3.787270 3.877280 NO K10*
164259 F2IV 23.2 69 0.25 0.71610 4.6204 3.70020 3.67020 NO Be06
165777 A4IV 25.4 65 −0.33 0.71712 3.7113 3.426216 3.42030 NO Kpc
172555 A7V 29.2 116 −1.68 0.4949 4.7692 4.251212 4.29831 YES R08
178253 A2V 39.8 20 −0.41 0.51467 4.0942 3.915252 4.049272 YES M09mir

182572 G8IV 15.6 2.2 0.76 0.85818 5.1522 3.54520 3.53040 NO K10*
188228 A0V 32.5 89 −1.42 0.58772 3.9462 3.762234 3.800258 YES S06, B13
192425 A2V 47.1 180 −0.37 0.3785 4.9403 4.80134 4.76717 YES M09
195627 F0V 27.6 122 −0.70 0.57865 4.7492 4.016228 4.044236 YES R08
197157 A9IV 24.2 150 −0.28 0.63982 4.5063 3.692280 3.820268 NO P09, Kpc
197692 F5V 14.7 41 0.14 0.949119 4.1392 3.104184 3.094262 NO B06, T08, Kpc
202730 A5V 29.8 135 −0.31 0.5188 4.4822 4.22476 4.14526 NO P09
203608 F9V 9.2 3.7 0.69 1.07815 4.2234 2.99020 2.91720 NO B06, T08, Kpc
206860 G0V 18.4 10 −0.15 0.51410 5.9534 4.59836 4.55938 YES B06, T08, E13
207129 G2V 15.6 3.5 0.25 0.6279 5.5672 4.20020 4.14020 YES T08, E13
210049 A1.5IV 40.0 307 −0.51 0.4556 4.4883 4.35120 4.34920 NO S06, Kpc
210277 G0 21.3 1.8 0.92 0.4887 6.5354 4.95731 4.79920 YES E13
210302 F6V 18.7 14 0.35 0.70510 4.9294 3.82020 3.78020 NO T08, E13
210418 A1V 29.6 144 −0.28 0.73410 3.5202 3.38020 3.33020 NO S06, Kpc
213845 F7V 22.7 35 0.07 0.52382 5.2063 4.266258 4.327326 YES E14
214953 F9.5V 23.6 4.5 0.59 0.5267 5.9914 4.59520 4.53220 NO Kpc
215648 F7V 16.3 6.7 0.69 1.08941 4.2034 3.078214 2.89580 NO Be06, K09, Kpc
215789 A2IV 39.8 235 −0.24 0.89942 3.4802 3.162268 3.000100 YES E14
216435 G0V 33.3 5.7 0.65 0.4728 6.0203 4.74120 4.71130 YES B09, K09
219482 F6V 20.6 7.5 0.05 0.5277 5.6493 4.606228 4.43715 YES B06, E13
219571 F4V 22.0 79 0.42 1.00314 3.9922 3.02520 2.96820 NO K10*
224392 A1V 48.7 20 −0.38 0.3685 4.9942 4.94931 4.82421 NO D12, Z11
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Appendix A: Chromaticism of PIONIER

The chromaticism in our observations is twofold: (1) The trans-
fer function (TF), i.e., the measured but not calibrated V2 of
a point source given instrumental and atmospheric effects, is
wavelength dependent. (2) The atmospheric transmission, the
filter function, and the response of the detector are wavelength
dependent, and the distribution of the flux from the three spec-
tral channels over the three pixels of the detector depends on the
alignment of the instrument. The strength of both effects may
change over time and with the internal alignment of the instru-
ment, which is usually redone before starting an observing night.
If a science target and the corresponding calibrator have differ-
ent spectral types, the effect of this will be a shift in the effective
wavelength in each spectral channel. The resulting difference
between the V2 measurement on a science target and the cor-
responding calibrator may result in systematic calibration errors
that have to be characterized.

To investigate the chromaticism, we take advantage of the
three spectral channel resolution data obtained during our survey
for both science targets and calibrators. This provides us with
V2 data and photometry at a low spectral resolution. The V2 data
are corrected for the diameter of the target in order to obtain an
estimate of the TF at the time of the observation. The science
targets are included in this analysis to investigate the spectral
type dependence of the effects studied. This is possible since we
only expect a small fraction of our targets to exhibit extended
emission beyond the stellar photosphere resulting only in a V2

drop on the order of 1%. Thus, the whole sample can still be
treated the same way as the calibrators. We fit a parabola to both
the spectral shape of the TF and of the apparent flux obtained
for each observation. From the data obtained in a seven-channel
spectral resolution on βPic (Defrère et al. 2012a,b), we find this
to be a reasonable first-order approximation.

From the parabola fitted to the TF data in each spectral chan-
nel i, baseline j, and for each single observation k, we compute
a relative change of the TF with wavelength at the center λc,i of
channel i:

αi jk =
dV2

TF,i jk

V2
TF,i jk dλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ=λc,i

· (A.1)

Here, V2
TF,i jk denotes the TF estimated by measuring the V2 of

a target and correcting for its diameter. Studying the depen-
dence of αi jk on different factors reveals that the slope of the

TF depends on the baseline j used (Fig. A.1). In addition, it
varies from night to night if PIONIER has been re-aligned in
between. It does not change significantly if no realignment was
done. Thus, we conclude that it does not significantly change
during a night either. Finally, it does not depend significantly on
the color of the target (spectral type). As a consequence, we can
compute a median slope ᾱi j for each night, baseline, and spectral
channel by averaging all observations, respectively.

From the parabola fitted to the spectral distribution of the
apparent fluxes, we can compute an effective wavelength λeff,ik
(the barycenter of the spectral flux distribution) in each channel
for each observation:

λeff,ik =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∫ ν1,i
ν0,i
νφik dν

∫ ν1,i
ν0,i
φik dν

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

−1

, (A.2)

where ν is the wave number (i.e., 1/λ), and ν0,i and ν1,i are the
upper and lower boundaries of the spectral channel i. The quan-
tity λeff,ik depends mostly on spectral type and alignment (night),
but it is not expected to significantly depend on baseline or time
during a night (Fig. A.2).

Finally, we correct for the chromaticism on a per-
observation, per-spectral-channel, and per-baseline basis:

V2
corr,i jk = V2

i jk

[
1 − ᾱi j

(
λeff,ik − λc,i

)]
. (A.3)

The corrections found are shown in Fig. A.2. These corrections
are applied to both calibrators and science targets, and the cor-
rected V2 of the science targets are calibrated with the TF mea-
sured on the corrected V2 of the calibrators. The introduced cor-
rection suffers from idealization. Nonetheless, it gives a good
first-order estimate of the magnitude of the chromaticism. We
create two sets of calibrated data, only one of which includes
the correction for chromaticism. From both data sets, we mea-
sure the excess as described in Sect. 3.7 and compare the results.
The median difference between the flux ratios measured for sin-
gle targets on the data with and without applying the correction
is found to be 2 × 10−4. There is the expected trend from K
to A type stars, which suggests that the correction works well.
Besides a few cases where the correction failed owing to a bad
representation of the spectral shape of the apparent flux or the
TF by the parabola fitted (usually due to noisy data), the differ-
ence in the results is below 5×10−4, clearly negligible compared
to our expected accuracy of a few 1 × 10−3 (1σ).
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Fig. A.1. Spectral slopes of the transfer function of PIONIER for three illustrative nights. Line colors show the different baselines. Data points are
averaged over all targets of a night, while error bars illustrate the scatter. Between the nights from July 23 and July 24 PIONIER was realigned.
Between July 24 and July 25, no significant realignment was necessary.

Fig. A.2. Difference between effective and central wavelength for two
illustrative nights. Line colors show targets of different spectral type
bins (blue: A type; green: F type; orange: G type; red: K type stars).
Data are averaged over the targets of one spectral type and over the
baselines, while the error bars illustrate the scatter. A clear trend with
spectral type is visible for the first spectral channel. For the other spec-
tral channels the trend is there as well, but barely visible given the scale
of the figure.

Fig. A.3. Absolute corrections c(V2) on the single V2 points derived for
the chromaticism for the night of July 23rd. We first show the correc-
tion c(V2

K) for K type stars to illustrate the magnitude of the corrections.
Then we show the difference c(V2

A,F,G) − c(V2
K) between the corrections

for K type stars and stars of other spectral types, which is more illustra-
tive of the actual error made by ignoring the correction but calibrating
with K-type stars. Different lines show different baselines. The error
bars illustrate the scatter of the correction for the different stars.
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